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Quantifying grape temperatures and sunlight exposure to discover vineyard
practices that produce the highest quality grapes.


Sunlight and temperature, are two of the most
important factors that affect photosynthesis and
grape quality.
Viticision specializes in analyzing and modeling
vineyard climates.


We build custom topoclimate and microclimate
models that predict vineyard and grape cluster
temperatures, driven by your local weather station.



Topoclimate Analysis

Topography creates topoclimates based on solar
radiation, cold air drainage and wind exposure.


Map vineyard temperatures to quantify growing
degree day accumulation and varietal suitability.
Identify areas that are susceptible to frost damage
and powdery mildew.
Applications:
• Site selection for new vineyards
• Match climate and grape variety
• Frost protection validation and fan
placement
• Powdery mildew risk
Report delivers:
• Frost map
• Probability of frost risk
• Powdery mildew risk map
Topoclimate Models:
1) Frost Map
This thermal model shows temperature and
humidity throughout the frost season.
2) Powdery Mildew Index Model
Track powdery mildew index throughout a
vineyard to help manage spray scheduling.

Topoclimate: the climate at .5km-10m
scale, includes solar radiation,
elevation, slope and aspect.
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Microclimate Analysis
Microclimate is the climate within the canopy.
Viticision’s microclimate analysis quantifies grape
temperatures and sunlight exposure on both sides of
the trellis. We provide tools to identify risks and
opportunities to make better decisions while
planning vineyard development and mitigating risks
of quality and yield loss.
Applications:
• Row direction
• Trellis assessment
• Trellis design & retrofit
• Canopy management
Report delivers:
• Sunlight and heat profile
• Practical recommendations for trellis design
• Sunburn probabaility
Microclimate Model:
1) Grape’s-Eye View Model
• Track hourly grape temperature and sunlight
exposure
• Correlate grape composition data and tasting
notes to understand the ripening curve
• Examine past vintages, current weather
conditions, and short-term forecasts

Hot Zone 95°F-112°F
Growing Zone 50°F-95°F
Cool Zone 0°F-50°F

If it’s 3pm and 95°F at the weather
station, what temperature are your
grapes on the SW side of your Cabernet
block?
Viticision delivers a software solution that
tracks hourly grape temperatures and sunlight
exposure on both sides of the trellis. It
provides the flexibility to examine past
vintages, current weather conditions and
short-term forecasts.
Phenolic data, taste ratings, and other
vineyard data can be uploaded to find
correlations to temperature and sunlight
exposure.
Empowering you to discover the grape
temperatures and vineyard practices that
make the highest quality grapes.
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